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AB 1826 – Commercial Organics Recycling

In 2014, the State of California adopted Assembly Bill No. 1826, 
a mandatory commercial organics recycling law that took effect 
in 2016. “Organic waste” means food waste, green waste, 
landscape and pruning waste, nonhazardous wood waste, and 
food-soiled paper that is mixed in with food waste.

How this affects you: Beginning January 1, 2019 it is the law 
that businesses that generate four cubic yards of solid waste 
per week must recycle their organic waste. If this applies to 
you, or if you are unsure, please contact Thomas Chiarodit 
at tchiarodi@cosbpw.net or (805) 882-3624 if you are 
located in the County of Santa Barbara, or Everett King at 
eking@cityofgoleta.org or (805) 961-7565 if you are located 
the City of Goleta, or Sarah Stark at sstark@marborg.com 
or (805) 963-1852 if you are located in the City of Buellton.

• Subscribe to recycling collection service with an 
approved hauler, like MarBorg.

• Self-haul to a permitted solid waste facility or  
buy back center.

• Arrange for the pickup of recyclable materials.
• Subscribe to a recycling service that may include 

mixed waste processing that yields diversion results 
comparable to source separation.

Santa Barbara County Commercial Recycling Requirements – All 
businesses that generate any amount of commercial solid waste and 
multifamily residential dwellings of five units or more shall arrange for 
recycling services. Businesses can take one or any combination of the 
following actions in order to reuse, recycle, or otherwise divert solid waste 
from disposal.

Lessismore.org is the ultimate waste reduction resource for residents of Santa Barbara County.  
Knowing what to reduce, reuse, and recycle can be tough. Let this website be your go-to guide  
whenever you have questions about what goes where and why.

Organics buried in the 

landfill create methane, 

which has a much greater

negative “greenhouse gas” 

impact than carbon dioxide.

AB 341 – Commercial Recycling

Questions? Call 805-963-1852 or visit www.MarBorg.com



MarBorg’s Business  
Customer Spotlight:

For more information visit  
www.goodlioncocktails.com

Picture your favorite cocktail. Does it have a straw for sipping? Where 
was the liquor distilled? Is there a garnish? How about ice? Every 
component of that tasty beverage requires energy, resources, and 
transportation to make its way to your glass, leaving behind a massive 
environmental footprint. But one Santa Barbara business has broken the 
mold and is leading the pack as the Central Coast’s first cocktail bar to 
become a certified California Green Business. 

The Good Lion opened its doors to downtown Santa Barbara in the fall 
of 2014, and Owner Brandon Ristaino says that his team has practiced 
eco-friendly habits since day one. Take straws for example – the bar has 
never offered plastic straws. Customers sip from paper straws, while 
bartenders sample their concoctions with metal straws that are washed 
and reused. With possible plastic straw bans on the horizon, The Good 
Lion and its patrons are ahead of the curve.

90% of The Good Lion’s fresh ingredients are sourced from local farms, 
thanks to the Central Coast’s abundance of homegrown produce, herbs, 
and spices. Sourcing from local growers reduces carbon emissions, 
supports the community, and yields the most delicious products. The 
Good Lion relies on cocktail essentials like lemons, grapefruits, oranges, 
and mint, but they also highlight seasonal selections like mulberries and 
rhubarb on their rotating beverage menu. This ensures that your cocktail 
is made with the freshest and tastiest ingredients possible. The bar also 
features local beers, wines, and even some spirits.

One of the most innovative ways The Good Lion earns major green points is by cutting down on ice cubes, thus reducing 
overall water consumption. Traditionally, cocktails are shaken with ice in order to cool, dilute, and emulsify the beverage, but 
the ice is discarded prior to pouring the drink. While this may not seem like a big deal, imagine throwing away hundreds (or 
thousands) of ice cubes every night – that’s a lot of water! At The Good Lion, bartenders shake cocktails with a silicon cube 
rather than a large piece of ice. The silicon cube emulsifies, while a few pieces of crushed ice are used to cool and dilute. 
The small pieces of ice actually make their way into the final pour, so they are not wasted. Brandon credits this creative 
practice with saving an estimated 20-30% more water.

Many of The Good Lion’s environmental feats take place behind the scenes. The bar uses eco-friendly cleaning products as 
well as energy efficient appliances and lighting. Homemade signs (repurposed from old sheets of paper) decorate the office 
reminding employees to save energy and properly recycle cardboard boxes. They reuse bottles and jars whenever possible. 
They recycle, compost their food scraps, and make it a point to purchase from distributors with responsible packaging.   
They even minimize food waste by using the whole fruit. For example, consider an orange. First, the peel is zested for The 
Classic Gin Tonic. Next, the pulp will become fresh orange juice to be used in a variety of beverages. Finally, excess juice will 
be mixed with vodka to create the orange cordial base of the Brass Monkey. And - you guessed it – that cordial is stored in a 
reusable glass bottle.

While “Green Beast” may be the name of an original Good Lion cocktail, it would also make an apt nickname for the 
bar itself. From a typically resource-driven-waste-heavy industry, The Good Lion has emerged as a forward thinking 
environmental leader that we are proud to have in our community. Cheers to that! 

For more information about the Green Business Program of Santa Barbara County, please visit www.GreenBizSBC.org.



Have you ever been stumped about what belongs in the recycling and what 
belongs in the trash? Sometimes an item may seem like it should be recycled, 
but it’s actually trash. Check out the following list to learn more about the 
most common confusing items that seem recyclable but are actually trash.

But what if the item has a recycling symbol on it? Not always! The 
universal recycling symbol may mean that a product or package is 
recyclable, but it can also mean that it is made from recycled content. 
For example, while Styrofoam is technically made from recycled material, 
in many places (including Santa Barbara County) it is not recyclable due 
to its light weight and difficulty to transport.

Can I ReCyCle ThaT?

• Film plastics – Plastic bags and other types of film plastics 
(Saran wrap, Ziploc bags, bubble wrap, etc.) must go in the 
trash. Don’t forget to remove film plastic from cardboard boxes 
before placing the boxes into the recycling container. If plastic 
easily crumples in your hand, trash it. If plastic makes a “thunk” 
noise when you hit it against something, recycle it! 

• Styrofoam and packing peanuts – Polystyrene foam (otherwise 
known as Styrofoam) does not biodegrade, and it is detrimental 
to marine life. Leftovers can be stored in reusable containers, 
compostable containers, or aluminum foil. Packing peanuts can 
be reused several times before they are trashed. 

• Straws – Straws suck. They are too small to be recycled 
into new products, and they often end up in the oceans and 
stomachs of marine animals. Consider switching to paper, 
metal, or silicon straws – all of these options are better for the 
environment than plastic. 

• Food and liquid – Food, oils, and liquids can contaminate an 
entire load of recyclables, especially paper. REMEMBER: ALL 
RECYCLABLES SHOULD BE CLEAN AND DRY. A quick rinse is 
usually sufficient – you don’t need to spend time scrubbing – and 
make sure the item has time to dry before recycling it.

Lessismore.org is the ultimate waste reduction resource for 

residents of Santa Barbara County. Knowing what to reduce, reuse, 

and recycle can be tough. Let this website be your go-to guide 

whenever you have questions about what goes where and why.
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Community Environmental Council is coordinating SBC Food Rescue, a food 
recovery network that builds relationships in Santa Barbara County between 
donors with excess food –restaurants, hotels, caterers, supermarkets, and more – 
and charitable organizations that need food to serve their clients. 

About 40% of food produced in the US is never eaten. Instead, it is lost 
somewhere along the food chain as it is grown, processed, transported, stored, 
or prepared. When this food is sent to the landfill, it decomposes and produces 
methane – a greenhouse gas that is 21 times more potent than carbon dioxide. 

In light of this – and the fact that nearly 50% of low-income households in Santa Barbara 
County deal with issues of food insecurity – the program’s ability to keep high-quality food 
out of the landfill and help address food insecurity is a huge win for our community.

SBC Food Rescue is actively working to build a vibrant County member network. Donors who 
prepare large amounts of food on a regular basis, charitable organizations that feed hungry 
people, and groups that transport food are all encouraged to sign up at SBCFoodRescue.org. 
For questions or more information, including information on laws in place to protect food donors 
from liability, visit the website or contact Food Rescue Program Coordinator Julia Blanton at 
SBCFoodRescue@cecmail.org.




